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A flying piano, video periaktoi,
and a new sound system
are just some features of
Panic! at the Disco’s bigger,
better touring package

“t
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hey brought us in for a change of pace—a
different directive and different perspective;
they also really wanted to upgrade the show’s
aesthetic; they’re moving to bigger venues and
wanted a bigger production,” notes Guy Pavelo,
of GP-SK Design. “They” are Panic! at the Disco;
Pavelo and his partner Steve Kidd served as
production/lighting designers for the band’s Pray for the
Wicked Tour.
Panic! at the Disco’s management, as well band principal Brendon Urie, “wanted to have a flying piano gag,”
Pavelo says. “They also talked about having a horn and
string section on stage.” He notes that the band prefers an
aggressive lighting style: “Basically, they said, ‘We know
what we did last time and what we did three years ago; it’s
time to bring a new perspective and a new approach. Just
come up with a new idea’.”
Key to Pavelo and Kidd’s design are six periaktoi located upstage. “We wanted it to look common at the top of
the show, yet have somewhere the show could evolve,”
Pavelo says. “The idea was to basically keep it plain-Jane

and, as the show progressed, we’d open the Chinese
wrapper and the audience would see something new
come out.”
The concept of an evolving show wasn’t necessarily
something on the band’s radar. “One of the first things
they told us was they wanted streamers and pyro and confetti on the first downbeat of the top number,” Pavelo says.
“I said ‘You’re going to blow the big thing off first? No,
we’re not going to do that.’ They also wanted to start the
show rotating the towers. That wouldn’t work, because we
needed somewhere to go.”
The periaktoi are “something the band hasn’t had
before,” Pavelo continues. “Sure, they’ve had towers and
rows of things, but never a concerted group of all these
fixture types in one spot that can be utilized for visuals or
pushes or graphics.” He adds that the periaktoi “are 24'
tall right now; they were 32' and they are on top of our 6.5'
deck. They’re automated using a SGPS rotary system from
the base. [SGPS is the show’s scenic vendor.] They rotate
from the ground; at the end of the day, they are too heavy
to rotate from the air.” One side is filled with LED video
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Above: Lasers are integrated in the periaktoi to create another visual layer. Opposite: The periaktoi rotate via a rotary base from Las
Vegas-based SGPS.

tiles while the other two feature automated luminaires and
mirrors. “We have [Martin by Harman MAC] Viper Air FX
fixtures on two sides as well as [GLP impression] X4 Bar
20s to trim the video tiles,” Pavelo says. Specifically, each
side has 16 Viper Air FX units and 18 impression X4 Bar
20s. “When we rotate the tower all the way around, I have
a whole wall of lights. We start the show with the video
tiles facing forward.”
From a lighting standpoint, the towers offer considerable flexibility, Pavelo notes. “Rotating a tower allows 24
units to be open and available for sidelight, some of them
literally being 2' off the floor. So, it works like a floor light
without putting a bunch of crap on the ground.”
The third side of each tower is comprised of ROE Visual
CB5 LED panels, provided by Fuse Technical Group,
based in Burbank, California. “We also have IMAG via projection,” Pavelo says. “They chose to go portrait with a
pair of 30K Panasonic PT Series laser projectors. There is
the normal camera complement: two sports cams, two
handhelds, and one remote roamer, because Brendon
does a number where he walks through the crowd to get
to the front of house.
“There are also laser systems in the towers,” Pavelo
notes. These are provided by the Nashville office of Strictly
FX. There are six 15W lasers in all; towers one and six
each have lasers, while towers three and four each have
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one. There’s also a 30W full-color laser over the U stage,
for a cone effect. Pavelo adds: “Doug Cenko programmed
the lasers; he moved a bunch of [Strictly FX] product
around to find the right locations. We only have a handful
of laser numbers, but when they come on, they read well
and have a high impact, as opposed to just turning them
on every single number or being lackluster. When we do
certain elements like that within the laser system, there are
little hits that happen only one time; you either catch it or
you don’t. There are little nuances and highlights that we
were able to do in the laser system; but not necessarily in
other systems.” Ted Maccabee, partner at Strictly FX adds,
“Doug Cenko is a world-class laser programmer; he’s our
unsung hero on this show.”
There are also six 8-wide' by 12' to 24'-high static CB5
video panels suspended above the stage. “The fact that
the periaktoi are shorter now allowed us to give it a steeper rake [currently 40°] for the lighting and video ceiling,
which helped out in the end and was a good thing,”
Pavelo says. Content for the tour was provided by Triggr &
Bloom and is being used in conjunction with two PRG
Mbox Designer V4 media servers.

Staging
The towers are located on a standard SGPS stage with
some additions. “We know they wanted lifts for the band,”

Pavelo says. “We needed a drum lift, horn lift, and string
lift. We also knew we wanted a piano lift in the triangular
stage. We worked with Eric [Pearce, president, SGPS] figuring out different lift sizes in stock that they could link
together, and then we figured out the footprint. A couple of
the wedges for the triangular stage are custom, but, realistically, 90% of it is in-house decking that’s been refitted for
our shape.”
Kidd says the triangle stage has a special connection to
the band: “When we start conversations with clients, we
tell them we’re creating moments with them, so they get
that interactive moment with the fans; that’s why we created the triangle stage the way we did. It gets them beyond
the normal 180°, which is boring today. We basically took
their logo, inverted it, and made it part of the stage.” The
triangle stage is 38' deep. “The main stage is only 24'
deep, and we pushed it back, so, in the end, even though
we’re taking away seats with the triangle, I think we end up
with either the same—if not more—seats than if we used a
normal 60' x 40' stage,” Pavelo adds.
The triangle stage also has an LED element, supplied by
SGPS. “It’s a 1" square rope that is opaque and has LED

tape built into it,” Pavelo says. “SGPS basically milled a big
hole out of the decking on the edge of all the surfaces, put
in this rope, and it’s wired in. And now we have an LED
edge all the way around.”
Also, for the number “Dying in LA,” Pavelo says, “We
have the flying piano gag; a 10' disc comes down at the
front of house. Brendon gets on it, it takes him back up,
and it travels from the front of house back to the triangular
stage. It goes up about 15' to 18', and the track is 120'
long. We put a kink in it, so it can get past any scoreboard
issues if we have a weird venue on a random day.”

Lighting
Although the towers are filled with Viper Air FXs, the workhorse of the lighting rig is the PRG Icon Edge, of which
there are 36. “We have them over the stage floor,” Pavelo
says. “We brought the Icon Edge down to Australia with
Drake at the top of the year, and, at that point, it was
brand-new. Now it’s coming of age and is kind of competition for the [Claypaky] Mythos. The beam isn’t as large as
the Mythos, but, in comparison, it does more, and you still
have some output when there’s color in it. I’m really happy
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with the Icon Edge; it has a decent zoom range with patterns and it can cut down to mimic a [Claypaky] Sharpy.”
Out in the house, he adds, “We have more Viper Profiles,
more Icon Beams, and more [GLP] JDC1s [48 in the entire
rig].” Like many, Pavelo and Kidd are fans of the JDC1.
“There is no reason not to use it,” Pavelo says. “From the
power to the output to the color to the effects, you can
make it do some interesting stuff. For Panic! at the Disco, I
make the JDC1s move just to fix sloppy hanging on a daily
basis; it’s amazing that we can do that,” he says. In other
words, the automation of the unit is key to keeping those
particular instruments focused. There are also Icon Beams
in the truss over the triangle stage.
The lighting rig also includes two torms with [12] PRG
Best Boy Washes behind the PA for main stage and band
coverage. Pavelo adds: “There are also two trusses, up in
the air, behind the PA with more Viper Air FXs, for graphics. We try to put things in a different location to make the
show look wider, broader, and bolder.” Three trusses also
extend out into the house.
For followspots, Pavelo says, “We have six PRG
GroundControl units with six Bad Boys.” They are called
by lighting director and programmer Alex Specht; he’s on
an MA Lighting grandMA2 console. “Alex is an original and
one of the core team members with Panic,” Pavelo notes.
The lighting gear, which includes Sharpys, is provided by
the Los Angeles office of PRG.
Overall, the show is time-coded, although “certain elements are not,” Pavelo says. “The show should always
evolve a little bit, even when it’s locked in cold, you can
still tweak it. The team on the road sees what they like and
what works and move it where they want it. Time coding
keeps the show tight and consistent but also so we can
get more intricate in terms of highlights and stabs and timings.”

Special effects
In addition to the lasers mentioned above, Pavelo says,
“We have a different take on a waterfall; John Lyon is our
shooter, and he helped set up all our other effects. We
don’t have a truss anywhere that goes left to right,
because of the ceiling video product, so we put pockets of
pyro product about halfway down the midpoint of the five
lighting trusses. So, we have bundles of waterfall, as
opposed to a long strip of it, which gives a different perspective and seems to work better with the content. Plus,
it’s a different vibe from what they’ve had in the past.” The
pyro product, manufactured by Next FX, can be seen during “Don’t Threaten Me with a Good Time,” “Golden
Days,” “Say Amen,” and the finale, “Victorious.”
Also, Maccabee notes, “The production is the world
premiere of our new proprietary Six Shooter Flame Units, a
fully integrated six-head dual-flame bar system designed
and fabricated by the gas FX team at Strictly FX.” Pavelo
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adds: “They are 6' long each and make a row of fire; each
has an additional six independent jets. In some numbers,
we have a 40' line of flame across the stage floor. At other
times [when working with the Six Shooter flame bars], we
do all fires and chases with the jets; sometimes we have a
combination of the two.” The flames make a dramatic
appearance during “Crazy = Genius” and “Emperor’s New
Clothes,” the last song of the main set. To complete the
effects picture, streamers cascade down during “Silver
Lining,” while “Victorious” is home to both streamers and
confetti. “We are incredibly happy to be part of the Panic!
at the Disco family; they’re simply a great team to work
with,” Maccabee says.

Sound
Audio engineer Spencer Jones says he chose a d&b
audiotechnik-based PA for the tour. “I have the GSL8, 18
per side, as the main hang; it’s d&b’s brand-new flagship
PA.” The GSL system has been available since the second
quarter of this year. Jones says, “I heard it in South
America, and I was eager to try it out. I’ve used d&b for
years now and I’ve always enjoyed the J products; when
they came out with this new line array, I was excited to get
it out and give it a shot.”
The GSL system “is intended for the largest applications and events in the world, with a stunning amount of
headroom,” says Dave Thomas, advanced system support
specialist at d&b. “It features broadband directivity—in
other words, precise horizontal pattern controls down to
45Hz by using a combination of technologies which
include cardioid techniques in the lower range. The directivity control and total SPL headroom, both being broadband, as well as the two-way active design, are significant
aspects which set the GSL Series apart from any other
loudspeaker. Even though the GSL has eight drivers, it
only needs two channels of the D80 amplifier to power it.”
With these speakers, Jones says, “You have tons of
power. I’m able to get my show running without having to
push very hard, getting plenty of volume and plenty of
power.” Thomas adds: “The GSL is able to use all of the
available power from our flagship amplifier, the D80. When
monitoring the GSL during some of the loudest points of
the Panic! At the Disco show, we still had 10dB+ of headroom. This is all done with only 2A channels per box.”
“They concentrated on getting rear cancellation, so it’s
very quiet behind the boxes,” Jones says. “You get a lot of
power, you get a quiet side and rear; there’s not a lot of
noise coming off the back, so all your power is concentrated off the front. It sounds amazing and it’s been a pleasure
to work with.”
According to Thomas, Jones isn’t the only one to benefit from the exceptional rear cancellation: “The misconception of the GSL is that the front-of-house engineer gets to
have all of the fun, whereas the monitor engineer may ben-

Two PRG Mbox Designer v.4 media servers are used to control the visuals on both the periaktoi and overhead screens.

efit even more. By rejecting energy to the rear, this significantly reduces the reverberant field of the venue, creating
a superior working environment onstage—not only for all
the technicians, but now wedges aren’t competing with
the main PA anymore. Furthermore, bands using in-ear
monitors find they have a cleaner mix, or even request
things be turned down.”
Also, Jones says, “The cabinet is very directional, and,
as a result, you don’t get a lot of bleed off the sides, so
you have more control over the entire system.
Consequently, there isn’t a lot of over overlap between
your side and main hangs. You can really concentrate and
get better coverage but also there seems to be more
headroom. Even at 104dB or 107dB, you’re not going to
get any sort of distortion out of it. You don’t have to push
it hard at all, as long as it’s set up correctly.”
In terms of clarity, he adds, “Most sporting arenas are
acoustically challenging. In order to achieve clarity in venues like this, it’s best to try to minimize reflections. Since
the GSL has pattern control down to 45Hz, there is less
excitement of the room in those lower frequencies where
traditional line arrays would be omnidirectional. d&b has
had cardioid subs for quite some time now, so the challenge was trying to figure out how to address the other
offender—the main PA, which GSL has done. Additionally,

[d&b’s proprietary] ArrayProcessing is utilized in the
deployment of the GSL. It uses a target frequency
response curve and deploys complex filters to create the
same tonal balance to the front row all the way to the
back. This gives everyone in the audience the same experience and makes it more rewarding for a front-of-house
engineer to know his work translates to a larger audience
than ever before.”
The system also includes six J-SUBs per side flown
behind the main GSL8. Jones adds: “I have 14 J8s and 2
J12s on each side for the side hang. I also have eight J8s
per side for when we sell to 220° or 240°.”
On the ground, Thomas notes, “The subs are deployed
as a horizontal array—six positions wide, double-stacked
to be a total of 12 GSL-SUBs.” Jones adds, “I have been
really satisfied with the coverage of the GSL-SUBs [of
which] there are six double stacks under the downstage
edge. I’ve been able to get a lot of power all the way out
with a nice balanced low-end signal, so everyone can feel
the kick drum without completely crushing the front rows.
The sub has a nice tone, too; it has a really wide range,
and it can cover the low sample frequencies from tracks.
You get a lot of power out of the subs.” This is the first
major tour that Cleveland-based Eighth Day Sound, the
tour’s audio vendor, has done with the GSL system.
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The new Strictly FX Six Shooter Flame Units in action.

At the mix position, Jones is on a DiGiCo SD5. “I’ve
been using an array of DiGiCo consoles for a while now,”
he says. “The SD5 has been the most reliable for me; it
has the most options, the most processing power, and it
does everything I need it to do.”
Jones is also using several Waves plug-ins: “I use the
SSL G-Master Buss Compressor on some of my main
vocals. I also use the API 550, which came with the
Classic Studio Collection bundle from Waves. I like their
sound quality. They’re for stereo compression on my
tracks and piano channels.”
As for his outboard gear, Jones says, “I use an XTA
[GQ600 dual 1/3-octave] graphic equalizer; I like having
one at my fingertips for my left and right. I also have a
Smart Research C2 stereo compressor for my mains, so I
can see it all the time instead of having to cruise around
the console to do so. I have three Empirical Labs distressors for my main vocals; I’ve relied on them for a long
time. They have a really nice punch.” He also uses a TC
Electronics 2290 Dynamic Digital Delay, and an Eventide
Eclipse V4 as a voice doubler. Also, he says, “I have a
Bricasti [Design Model] 7 stereo reverb processor for my
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channel reverb just because it has a nice warm tone to it;
you can have four different reverbs on the front. In certain
songs, I can just reach over and switch to a different
reverb that I’ve programmed [in the Bricasti 7 stereo
reverb processor] for my main vocal, instead of programming that into a snapshot [in the console] and worrying
about that.”
Jones admits, “It’s not necessary to use outboard any
more, with all these plug-ins and digital consoles, but I still
try to keep a lot of that value to my front of house and
keep that workflow in order the way I learned, because of
the sound quality of some of the outboard gear.” In other
words, he acknowledges that the mix can be done completely in the console; however, he prefers to use outboard
gear and the workflow that he initially learned that includes
outboard gear, since he prefers the results. He adds,
“What’s funny is that there is no substitute for the analogue equipment. They’re still trying to get quality from the
digital gear and it is getting closer to the untrained ear.”
The microphone package can be described in one
word: Shure. “The band is a Shure endorser, so we are all
Shure. Everything we use—every microphone, every piece
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Each lighting column of the periaktoi is filled with Martin by Harman MAC Viper Air FXs and GLP impression X Bar 20s.

of wireless equipment is from Shure,” Jones explains.
For Urie’s vocal, Jones uses a wireless KSM8 Dualdyne
mic. “We have the wired KS8s for my two main backup
vocals and a Beta 56A for the drum vocal,” he adds. On
the drums, Jones has a Shure 91a and a SM7 on the kick,
and Beta 98As on the toms. “I have a Beta 57A and a Beta
98A on the snare top and a regular SM57 on the bottom.
For the hat/rides, I have Beta 181As. It’s a newer little pencil side-address condenser mic.” For the overheads, he’s
using Shure KSM32s. Jones adds: “I have a VP88 as an
additional overhead kick microphone, which is a new thing
that we’re trying that is actually working out great.”
Also, Jones uses a SM7B on the bass, along with DI,
and a SM57 and KSM313/NE combination on each guitar
cabinet. “On the horns, I have a wireless WD 8 head amp;
a little clip-on condenser,” he notes. In the audience, “I
have some KSM32s and another stereo VP88 for recording
and archiving at the front of house. I’m using another
SM7B in the middle; we call it a crush mic. You compress
the hell out of it and use it as another room mic.”
One of Jones’ challenges comes from the band’s fans.
“The average audience member is a 17-year-old female,”
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he says; “most of our audience is in between 15 and 20.
They scream really loud, so getting a nice mix over them
that is not driving the PA too hard is a challenge. I like to
have the PA at a reasonable volume that gets over the
screaming and singing along that can reach 114dB.
Sometimes I pump it hard to get it over the audience.”
Another issue occurs when Urie leaves the main stage,
Jones says. “It’s a challenge keeping his mic from taking
off, because he’s in front of the PA. Brendon walks out for
a song called ‘Death of a Bachelor;’ he goes down a toaster and walks into the crowd. While he’s walking, girls are
screaming into his mic and he’s in front of the PA. Then he
gets out on the piano platform that goes up 20' then flies
through the crowd, which is right in front of the stage right
PA. I have to be careful there; I basically use panning to
keep it from getting too crazy.”
In the end, Kidd notes, “The show looks amazing; we’re
happy that they love it, we’re happy the fans love it, and
we’re happy Brendon loves it.” Panic! at the Disco’s Pray
for the Wicked Tour can be seen in the US until February
of next year.

